significant information in a given field and interpret it in terms of our current knowledge of the rapidly expanding research findings within the life sciences." The preceding publisher's statement is quoted because Dr. Sutton has so admirably carried out his mission.
Genes are presented as functional units; specific examples of their fine structure are described with emphasis on their relationship to the molecular structure of nucleic acid and protein. The latter is reviewed as well as the current concepts as to how the one controls not only its own replication but also the synthesis of the other. The mechanisms whereby genetic aberrations may become biochemically manifest in humans are discussed together with a review of the possible means of control of those which are clinically significant.
In general the book is well-written and illustrated. To offset its brevity the author has selected his exemplary material with care and has provided a reasonably adequate bibliography. Those who desire to review the field with emphasis on the developmental genetic aspects will find this volume quite rewarding. Here is a review of this man's interpretations of the available information and of his own studies of the phenomenon of supersensitization within the central nervous system. The foreword by W. Penfield speaks for the merit of the work in tabulation of information applicable to the end result some day to be achieved in the combined efforts of the neurophysiologist and the clinician. The responses to biochemicals and drugs under the circumstance of partial neuronal isolations can provide logic to further experimentation and to treatment in some clinical circumstances.
The presentation is well organized for easy reference. The book is small and several pages are devoted to a useful bibliography. The topic is circumscribed, and in recording the bulk of the relevant available information there may be an element of inevitable monotony for the less scrutinizing nonexperimentalist. The information provided is necessary to those who would continue the pursuit of the yet undecided mechanism of summated neuronal activity. The intermediate state of partial isolation is studied from the standpoint of functional and electrophysiological responses to various stimuli and depressants in an effort to narrow down changes within the neuron, and the influence of associated neurons on one another. The ultimate answer is yet wanting. it is the best book in the field. It has been written by a hand that understands the theory of chromatography, yet is fissured by personal contact with solvents. The book has been well planned. At the beginning is a glossary, perhaps unduly complicated. This is followed by thirty pages of the theory of chromatography. The remainder of the book is devoted to description of methods of chromatography, quantitation, techniques, and apparatus. Much of this is written in great detail by one who obviously has had years of experience. Not all is perfect in this book. The author tends to favor his "first love" (paper chromatography) over other forms of chromatography. Also, some of his statements concerning radioisotope techniques are objectionable. But these are minor defects in the over-all value of the book. It is a must for the beginner and professional "chromatographer." This symposium on "Clinical Aspects of Nuclear Medicine" was held in 1961 at Cologne with participants from Europe, particularly West Germany, and the United States. A varied program of diagnostic and therapeutic aspects of artificial radioisotopes was presented. The scientists from this country were exclusively from the Brookhaven National Laboratory. This symposium was designed to present a survey of the field in celebration of the establishment of a nuclear research center in Germany. Many of the articles are brief reviews and surveys of well known techniques. As is often seen in symposia on radioisotopes, the technical details predominate. Of particular interest were the pulmonary function studies using Xenon 133 as developed by the group in Cologne under Knipping. "Isotope circulography," particularly with Xenon 133, has been utilized in the diagnosis of various pulmonary conditions, including carcinoma of the lung. Its role in the study of cardiovascular diseases is also briefly covered. It is difficult to assess the significance of added diagnostic benefit with this technique. No index is included. This book is a collection of papers presented and discussions held at a symposium in Louvain in June 1960. The symposium was designed to review current information about compounds with selective activity against tumor cells.
The following papers are included: General cell theory and drug design by J. F. Danielli, lethal synthesis by R. A. Peters, detoxication mechanisms and the design of drugs by R. T. Williams, feedback mechanisms in
